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Preface

Volume 3 of Medieval Clothing and Textiles retains the eclecticism established in previous

volumes. It covers the seventh to the sixteenth centuries and ranges through the

manufacture, dyeing, and finishing of textiles to their practical, fashionable, and

symbolic uses. The articles in this volume variously discuss soft furnishings;

ecclesiastical vestments; the economics of that major player on the stage of medieval

northwest Europe, the wool trade; the making and practical use of narrow wares;

symbolic reference to courtly secular costumes in a religious text; and the tribulations

of keeping aristocratic children appropriately dressed. The geographic coverage

includes England, Flanders, France, Germany, and for the first time in MC&T, Spain.

The editors wish to express their thanks to the members of the editorial board

for support and advice, and to the other anonymous referees—colleagues, friends,

academic acquaintances, and, on occasion, total strangers whom we have approached

because of their specialist knowledge of an obscure topic—who have generously

shared their expertise; also to those who were unable to help in person, but who took

the time and trouble to pass on queries to someone who could. Our thanks also go to

Hana Videen and Pamela Walker for their assistance in preparing the index.

We welcome submissions for future volumes from both experienced scholars

and new writers. Potential contributors should initially send a 300-word synopsis to

Gale Owen-Crocker at groc@manchester.ac.uk. Submissions should be in English

and must conform to MC&T’s guidelines for authors, available from Robin Netherton

at robin@netherton.net. All papers will undergo peer review and be subject to editing.

Papers read at sessions sponsored by DISTAFF (Discussion, Interpretation, and

Study of Textile Arts, Fabrics, and Fashion) at the annual medieval congresses held in

May at Kalamazoo, Michigan, and in July at Leeds, England, are automatically

considered for publication. Scholars interested in reading a 20-minute paper at one

of these sessions should contact Robin Netherton (for the Kalamazoo congress) or

Gale Owen-Crocker (for the Leeds congress) at least a year in advance, or may

respond to Calls for Papers which can be found on the DISTAFF Web site, http://

www.distaff.org. Scholars presenting papers on medieval dress and textile topics in

other sessions at these or other conferences are most welcome to contact the editors

to discuss publication possibilities.





The Anti-Red Shift—To the Dark Side: Colour

Changes in Flemish Luxury Woollens, 1300–1550

John H. Munro

All those who are interested in the history of textiles—not just their production and

trade, but also their roles in providing such basic needs as warmth, protection, and

modesty, as well as serving as decoration and status symbols—cannot help but be

fascinated by the question of why colour preferences change. The message for economic

historians, too often unheeded, is that they must always take full account of fashion

trends, and thus of colours. Indeed: Can anyone possibly imagine the use of clothing

in any society, past or present, while ignoring its colours?

Thus, for example, those studying the economic history of the early modern

Low Countries, the preeminent European region for textile manufacturing, and in

particular those who have observed data on textile purchases in sixteenth-century

town accounts, will be struck by the very high proportion of luxury-quality woollen

broadcloths that were black, uniformly dark black, in colour. For example, as table

4.1 demonstrates, black accounted for the colour of 75.04 percent of all such woollens

purchased for the burgermasters and aldermen of Mechelen’s town government

(and 81.66 percent by value) in the eighty-year period from 1471 to 1550 (about 233

out of 310 so purchased).1  Even more striking is the fact that for the more limited

period from 1501 to 1550, black colours accounted for virtually all of those textiles:

an astonishing 97.6 percent (while browns accounted for the remaining 2.4 percent).

That does not mean, however, that other colours were absent from the civic treasurer’s

annual accounts. We do find many examples of red, green, blue, and other colours in

This article is the revised version of a paper presented in July 2005 at the International Medieval

Congress at Leeds, England. The red shift is a displacement of the spectrum of a celestial body

toward longer wavelengths that is the consequence of the Doppler effect, or the gravitational field

of the source. Astronomers use it to measure the speed at which distant galaxies are moving away

from our own. The “dark side” of the Force will be familiar to anyone who has seen any of the six

Star Wars films.

1 Mechelen (Malines) was both a town and a feudal seigneurie, owing allegiance to the count of

Flanders, though it was an enclave within the neighbouring duchy of Brabant; thus it was then

technically Flemish.
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the much cheaper textiles purchased for the lesser, minor officials and civic employees.

The crucial point, therefore, is that the civic leaders, who sought to emulate the

upper mercantile bourgeoisie and nobility in dress, had come to esteem black as the

primary colour of sartorial elegance in this era. The term “urban patriciate” to

describe the political oligarchies that ruled or predominated in these towns of

medieval Flanders and neighbouring Brabant has some real meaning.2

THE PROBLEM OF MEDIEVAL SCARLETS AND MULTICOLOURED

CLOTHS DURING THE BLACK DEATH

If, however, we were to go back two centuries, to the era of the Black Death in the mid-

fourteenth century, we would find—from the civic treasurers’ accounts of Mechelen,

Bruges, and Ghent3 —that other colours were far more highly esteemed and, further,

that there were virtually no black textiles at all listed in the accounts of this period. In the

Bruges civic accounts, the first purchases of black woollens (from the Douai drapery)

do not appear until as late as 1389. Not until after the 1430s do black and other dark-

coloured textiles—in dark blues, greens, purples, and greys—become decisively

prominent. Instead, and especially in the post–Black Death era, by far the most

prominent colours are bright vivid ones: various reds, and particularly multicoloured

textiles, both those known as “medleys,” made from a mélange of wools in a wide

variety of colours, and striped (rayed) textiles, whose weft yarns differed in colour(s)

from the warps. In both medleys and striped cloths, red yarns were often predominant.

By far the most highly esteemed, most regal colour in medieval Europe, especially

during the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, was that shade of brilliant or

vivid red known as scarlet; and by far the most expensive woollen textiles (rivalling

imported silks) of this era were the scarlets, everywhere—in the Low Countries,

England, France, Spain, Italy.4  The scarlet was to medieval Europe what the imperial

2 See Jean Lestocquoy, Aux origines de la bourgeoisie: Les villes de Flandre et d’Italie sous le gouvernment

des patriciens, XIe—XVe siècles (Paris: Presses universitaries de France, 1952), especially chap. 5:

“Patriciens et culture intellectuelle,” 212–22.

3 Unless otherwise noted, data in this article for Mechelen, Bruges, and Ghent come from these

archival sources: Algemeen Rijksarchief België (Brussels), Rekenkamer: municipal treasurers’

accounts for Bruges, Ghent, and Mechelen; Stadsarchief Brugge, Stadsrekeningen 1302–1500;

Stadsarchief Mechelen, Stadsrekeningen, Series I; and Stadsarchief Gent, Stadsrekeningen,

Series R.400:1–73. More detailed citations for specific sets of data appear on the corresponding

tables.

4 For a fuller explanation of the role of scarlets in medieval textile history, see John Munro,

“The Medieval Scarlet and the Economics of Sartorial Splendour,” in Cloth and Clothing in

Medieval Europe: Essays in Memory of Professor E. M. Carus-Wilson, ed. Negley B. Harte and

Kenneth G. Ponting, Pasold Studies in Textile History 2 (London: Heinemann Educational

Books, 1983), 13–17; this essay was reprinted in John Munro, Textiles, Towns and Trade: Essays

in the Economic History of Late-Medieval England and the Low Countries (Brookfield, VT: Variorum,

1994). Also see John Munro, “Medieval Woollens: Textiles, Textile Technology and Industrial

Organisation, c. 800–1500,” in The Cambridge History of Western Textiles, ed. David Jenkins

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), vol. 1, chap. 4, 181–227.
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purple had been to the Roman Empire. The latter contained an exceptionally expensive

dyestuff extracted at enormous cost from various Mediterranean molluscs (Murex

brandaris, Purpura haemastoma). Indeed, after the Roman Empire had imposed a strict

monopoly on imperial purple, from the reign of Alexander Severus (225–235 CE),

one that was maintained by the succeeding Byzantine Empire (from the fifth century),

the closest and really the only alternative dyestuff available in the medieval West for

indicating such regal status was scarlet: a colour obtained from the desiccated eggs of

various pregnant shield lice or scale insects of the Coccidae family (genus Coccus) that

fed upon various species of Mediterranean oaks. The most important was the

Kermococcus vermilio (sometimes referred to incorrectly as Coccus ilicis). These insects,

in medieval Europe and the Islamic world, were cultivated in the Iberian peninsula

(especially Portugal, Andalusia, and Valencia), Provence, Languedoc, Morocco, the

Maghreb, Tunisia, and Asia Minor. From the Caucasus region—i.e., present-day

Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan—and adjacent regions of Iran, scarlet dyestuffs

were also extracted from a related insect: Porphyrophora hameli. From the Spanish

conquests of the sixteenth century, the New World provided a new and more powerful

form of scarlet dyes: Mexican cochineal, which the Spanish called Grana cochinilla and

whose modern scientific name is Coccus cacti, or more properly Dactylopius coccus.

The term scarlet itself is one of the most problematic issues in textile history, for

the word has no known roots in Graeco-Roman civilization.5  Obviously, its true

meaning for textiles in medieval society is very important for this study. Coccina was

the original Roman Latin term for the scarlet textile, and the related coccum was the

term for the dye; but both terms had disappeared in early medieval (Merovingian

and Carolingian) Europe. When scarlet-dyed woollens first achieved some

prominence, in but not before the mid-eleventh century, the dyestuff came to be

most commonly called, in all West European languages, “grain” (granum, grana,

grano, graine, grein), simply because these desiccated Coccid eggs resembled fine

grains (e.g., of wheat or other plant seeds, of salt, or of sand). Much earlier, about

390, St. Jerome, in compiling the Vulgate Bible, used the Latin term vermiculus to

describe the scarlet fabrics appearing in Exodus 35:6 and 35:25. That term, from

which we derive the colour term vermilion, had meant “a little worm.” That was

precisely the term used in the medieval Islamic world to describe the insect-dyestuff

itself: kirmiz (from the Armenian karmir and Sanskrit kirmir). Indeed, the technical

term for this scarlet dyestuff in all West European languages is kermes (in English,

German, Portuguese, and Dutch; kermès in French; chermes in Italian; carmes in

Spanish). From this term is, of course, derived the English term crimson.

None of these terms, however, has any obvious relationship with any of the

subsequent European words for scarlet: scarlata or scarlatum in medieval Latin; scarlatto

in Italian; escarlat in Portuguese and Spanish; écarlate in French (escarlate, escarlet, etc.,

in medieval French); scharlaken in Dutch; Scharlach in German; scharlakan in Swedish.

Many historians have been quick to point out that the medieval terms for and

5 For a detailed discussion of this etymological debate, see Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” 18–29.

.
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Table 4.1: Annual distributions of luxury woollen broadcloths, manufactured in Mechelen, purchased by the town for the burgermasters and
aldermen of the Mechelen civic government, by colour and value, in decennial means, 1471–80 to 1541–1550

Mean prices and mean values are in pounds (£) groot Flemish. The cloth prices, recorded in the accounts in £ groot Brabant, were converted into £ groot
Flemish by the fixed ratio of £1.50 groot Brabant = £1.00 groot Flemish.
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Sources: Stadsarchief Mechelen, Stadsrekeningen, Series I: nos. 148–226; Algemeen Rijksarchief België (Brussels), Rekenkamer, reg. nos. 41,260–41,285.
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descriptions of the scarlet textiles indicate that their colours were not only vivid red,

but a wide variety of others, including even white and green. Because the medieval

Flemish word was so commonly written as scaerlaken—seemingly related to the

Flemish verb scheren, meaning “to shear,” and the noun laken, meaning a woollen

cloth—the majority of historians, inspired by the writings of Jean-Baptiste Weckerlin,

who was, in turn, very much influenced by the eminent Henri Pirenne, still believe

that the term originally meant a highly shorn luxurious woollen cloth: in particular,

one made from the very finest English wools, subjected to multiple shearings whose

supposedly high cost explains both the nature and value (price) of this peculiar

textile. In their view, this term came to be associated with the colour scarlet only

later, when economic rationality determined that such a very expensive textile should

be dyed only in the costliest and most regal of all Western dyestuffs.6

This still widely accepted theory has, however, no basis in factual evidence. As I

have sought to demonstrate in other publications, woollen textiles called “scarlets”

were subjected to shearing processes that did not differ in quality, skill, or frequency

from those used for any other fine woollen textile.7  Furthermore, clear evidence

demonstrates that rarely did the shearing costs themselves account for more than 2.5

percent of the wholesale price. For example, at Ghent in 1350–51, the costs of shearing

scaerlakenen, zadblauwen lakenen (deep blue cloth), and moreiten lakenen (murrey-

coloured cloth) were precisely the same: 2.92s (or £0.146 groot Flemish)8  per cloth

of 35 ells (24.5 metres).9  When one considers that a Ghent-made scaerlaken purchased

in Bruges in 1351 cost £8.75 groot Flemish, such a minuscule cost for shearing—1.67

percent—can hardly explain the value or significance of the medieval scaerlaken.

The high value of medieval Flemish scarlets (scaerlakenen) is explained principally

by the costs of the dyestuff itself, and secondarily by the costs of the highest grades of

6 Jean-Baptiste Weckerlin, Le drap “escarlate” au moyen âge: Essai sur l’étymologie et la signification

du mot écarlate et notes techniques sur la fabrication de ce drap de laine au moyen âge (Lyons: A. Rey,

1905), esp. p. 12, in which he states: “Le sujet de cette étude nous fut suggéré par un entretien

que nous avons eu avec M. Pirenne, il y a environ deux ans, et où M. Pirenne émettait

l’opinion que l’étymologie du mot écarlate pourrait bien être cherchée dans le mot flamand:

‘scaerlaken,’ ‘scarlaken,’ drap-tondu. Nous préférons le sens de drap à tondre ou à retondre.”

Pirenne, however, never published his views on this subject. See also, in support of Weckerlin:

Guy De Poerck, La draperie médiévale en Flandre et en Artois (Bruges: De Tempel, 1951), vol. 1,

La technique, 213–14; vol. 2, Glossaire français, 70–71, no. 335 (escarlate); vol. 3, Glossaire

flamand, 125, no. 584 (schaerlaken).

7 See n. 4 above.

8 The pound (pond, livre) groot Flemish was a silver-based money-of-account, which became

separated from and independent of the French livre tournois from 1320. Both consisted of 20s

(sols, sous, shillings), each of which contained 12d (deniers, penningen, pence); and thus the

pound groot (or the livre tournois) also equalled the value of 240 currently circulating silver

pennies, as did the contemporary English pound sterling. In each system, therefore, the silver

penny linked the actual coinage with the money-of-account as a system of financial reckoning.

9 The ell measure varied from place to place. In Flanders, the ell was exactly 0.700 metre, but

in Mechelen, it was only 0.689 metre. See Herman Van der Wee, The Growth of the Antwerp

Market and the European Economy (Fourteenth–Sixteenth Centuries) (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,

1963), vol. 1, Statistics, 102–4.
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English wools used in weaving these cloths: the so-called March wools (Welsh

Marches) of Herefordshire and Shropshire; the Cotswolds wools of Gloucestershire,

Worcestershire, and Oxfordshire; and, as the least costly, the Lincolnshire wools of

the Kesteven and Lindsey districts.10  In Mechelen, from 1361 to 1415, as may be

seen in more detail in table 4.2, the quantities of kermes used in dyeing the best

woollens ranged from 10.58 kg to 18.15 kg for cloths of this size (40 ells = 27.56

metres long), and in value from a low of 32.81 percent of the final purchase price

(50.76 percent of the cost of the unfinished cloth) to a high of 51.39 percent (112.8

percent of the cost of the unfinished cloth). But the total finishing costs, in the labour

for both dyeing and shearing (with napping), ranged from a low of only 2.18 percent

to a high of 3.46 percent of the final price.11  In fifteenth-century Ypres, the costs of the

grain itself (ranging from 9.28 kg to 16.24 kg per cloth) varied from a low of 29.6

percent of the final price to a high of 51.5 percent (or 118.79 percent of the cost of the

unfinished woollen). Again, the combined total of finishing costs, in dyeing, napping,

and shearing, ranged from a low of 0.9 percent to one single example of 2.9 percent;

otherwise, the average was just 1.3 percent.12

It is therefore absolutely indisputable that the high cost, value, and prestige

attached to medieval scarlets were overwhelmingly due to the scarlet-kermes dyestuff

itself, all the more so since the actual pre-finishing costs of unfinished woollen

broadcloths woven from fine English wools did not differ significantly among the

various cloths dyed scarlet, blue, black, green, purple (murrey, perse, or violet), and

brown. Thus, in fifteenth-century Ghent, the costs of dyeing the same fine woollen

broadcloths, made from the same fine English wools, in other colours ranged from

an unusual low of 3.9 percent of the final price to a high of 15.3 percent, with an

overall mean of 10.52 percent.13

In my view, set forth here as a hypothesis, the name “scarlet” in later medieval

Latin (scarlata, scarlatum), in all other Romance languages, and in English is derived

from the Arabic name for an even earlier Islamic textile, from the ninth or tenth

century, whose principal feature was that it was dyed in kermes: the siklat or later

more commonly known as siklatun. It was, to be sure, a silk and not a woollen textile,

but its name was probably derived from the late Roman or Byzantine woollen textile,

the sigillatus (in Greek: σιγιλλατου), one decorated with seals or rings. The later

Persian term for this kermes-dyed silk, the sakirlat, though certainly derived from

siklatun, was probably also influenced in its formation by the Italian term scarlatto,

through Italian commerce. Nevertheless, the Germanic terms Scharlach, scharlaken,

scharlakan, even if influenced in their formation by the Arabic term siklatun, are

evidently also derived from an Old High German word: scarlachen, which first appears

10 See John Munro, “Wool-Price Schedules and the Qualities of English Wools in the Later

Middle Ages, ca. 1270–1499,” Textile History 9 (1978): 118–69; Munro, “Textiles, Textile

Technology,” 181–227.

11 These figures are all in terms of quinquennial or five-year means, not individual years.

12 Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” table 3.5, p. 41.

13 For the years 1410–75. Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” table 3.6, p. 42.
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Table 4.2: Costs of dyeing scarlets at Mechelen, in quinqennial means, 1361–64 to 1411–15

Undyed woollen cloths were either “white” (woven from undyed yarns) or “blue” (woven from yarns whose wools were first dyed in woad); both white

and blue cloths were then dyed in the piece with “grain” (kermes). Costs for each component of this process are in pence (d) and pounds (£) oude groot

of Brabant, with 240 pence per pound. The penultimate column presents the total purchase price paid by the Mechelen town government, also in £ oude

groot, for a dyed scarlet cloth (the sum of the cost of the undyed white or blue cloth, the quantity of grain, and the labour costs for dyeing and shearing

the cloth). The last column presents the purchase price converted from £ oude groot of Brabant into £ groot Flemish; exchange rates are available, from

the Mechelen town accounts, only from 1370. Each scarlet cloth is 40 ells (27.56 metres) long; 1 Mechelen ell = 0.689 metres.
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Sources: Stadsarchief Mechelen, Stadsrekeningen, Series I: nos. 3–92; Algemeen Rijksarchief België (Brussels), Rekenkamer, reg. nos. 41,207–222.
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in the text Summarium Heinrici (composed between 1007 and 1032). This text is a

commentary on the Etymologiarium of Isidore of Seville (570–636), which was widely

used in Carolingian and medieval Europe.14  Here the term scarlachen is used as the

Old High German translation for the Latin term rasilis, which can mean only a shorn

or “shaved” or “smoothed” cloth.

Its use here probably reflected or referred to the recent emergence, in Western

Europe, of the true shorn woollen cloth, which was the product of the recently

introduced horizontal treadle loom. This loom produced a far more densely woven

fabric, with far greater lengths, than did the long-used vertical warp-weighted loom

and the related two-beam upright loom, which had been best suited for weaving

worsted cloth, made from strong, long-fibred wools. The new horizontal loom was,

in contrast, far more effective in weaving warp and weft yarns spun from very fine,

curly, short-fibred wools. Once woven, however, these woollen cloths required

extensive fulling in order to force these fine but weak wool fibres to interlace or

interlock by felting and compression—with a shrinkage of up to 50 percent of the

area—so that the cloth gained cohesion, strength, and durability. Those processes

fundamentally explain why woollens were so much heavier than (unfulled) worsteds.

After being fulled, the woollens were necessarily shorn, with razor-sharp shears, to

remove the nap of the fulled cloth, a process unnecessary for the unfulled, lightweight

worsted textiles that had predominated in the earlier, Carolingian era.15  The Latin

term scarlatum first appeared about this very same time (c. 1050), and it is likely that

those very costly kermes dyes would have been reserved—as they always were in the

medieval textile industries—for such very high-quality, heavy-weight woollens, or

for various fabrics containing silk, the most costly of all textile fibres.16  Whatever

the current status of this linguistic debate, the irrefutable fact remains that all medieval

scarlets, without exception, were luxury-quality woollens that were dyed, wholly or

partially, “in grain”—in kermes.

14 The text in the Summarium Heinrici states: “Ralla vel rullo que vulgo rasilis dicitur—scarlachen.”

Summarium Heinrici, vol. 1, Textkritische Ausgabe der ersten Fassung, Buch I–X, ed. Reiner

Hildebrandt (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1974), xxi–xxiv, 321 (Liber IX.ii). The original text is found

in Isidore of Seville, Etymologiarum, vol. 2, book 19.22.23: “Ralla, quae vulgo rasilis dicitur.”

See also Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” 28.

15 For the importance of the new horizontal, foot-treadle loom, see Marta Hoffmann, The Warp-

Weighted Loom: Studies in the History and Technology of an Ancient Instrument, Studia Norvegica

14 (1964; repr., Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1974), 258–77. See also Munro, “Textiles, Textile

Technology,” 194–97, 204–9, 212–17.

16 For dyeing medieval silk fabrics with kermes, see Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” 23–24, noting

that in the medieval Islamic world, the kermes dyes were used almost exclusively for silks,

especially the aformentioned siklatun. For the use of kermes in dyeing tiretaines in the Paris

region in the thirteenth century, see Sharon Farmer, “Biffes, Tiretaines, and Aumonières: The

Role of Paris in the International Textile Markets of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,”

Medieval Clothing and Textiles 2 (2006): 73–89, at 75–78. That may seem astonishing to those

readers who believe that medieval tiretaines were cheap fabrics woven from a linen warp and

a woollen weft. Many indeed were such fabrics, but Farmer demonstrates that some other

tiretaines contained a silk warp (76). Furthermore, she states that the “higher-priced tiretaines

were almost always worn by royalty or by the highest members of the aristocracy” (77).

Presumably the silk-containing tiretaines were the ones dyed with kermes.

.
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What, then, explains the fact the colours attributed to medieval scarlets were

often different from red? The answer is simply this: Many woollens were dyed first

in the wools, in woad (indigo), a peculiar dyestuff that did not require any mordant.

Mordants (especially alum) made it difficult to comb and card wools (for warps and

wefts, respectively), spin yarns, and even to weave the yarns—a problem absent in

woad-dyed wools. As the medieval accounts for the Flemish and Brabantine towns

make crystal clear, many such “blue” cloths were subsequently redyed “in the piece,”

with copious quantities of kermes (grain) to produce, as the accounts so stipulate,

brown and perse (a blue-greyish or ashen purple) or murrey scaerlaken. Only rarely is

there any evidence for “green” scarlets—and one must carefully distinguish between

the Flemish words for grein (grain) and groen (green). There are no black scarlets that

I can find (though occasionally grey).

What then are “white scarlets”? According to the Flemish tripartite textile

technology that distinguished between “white” cloths, “blue” cloths, and “medley”

cloths, white scarlets were as yet undyed, unfinished woollen broadcloths that were

commissioned to be dyed uniquely in grain, to produce red scarlets (roode scaerlakenen),

as the accounts also make absolutely clear. Medley cloths—geminghede and strijpte

lakenen—were the same fine woollens that were woven from either a mélange of

variously coloured wools, both blue and red, or cloths that were woven from warp

yarns whose colour was different from that of the weft yarns. In the fourteenth

century, especially at Ghent, it was fairly common to redye these woollens in grain,

to produce, for example strijpte scaerlakenen.

Did this procedure for dyeing such woollen “scarlets” with a combination of

woad, kermes, and other dyes mean that less grain was used than in producing a

“full-blooded” plain red scarlet, and thus that they were somewhat cheaper? No, for

a close examination of the individual recorded prices that were used to produce the

decennial mean prices in tables 4.3 and 4.4 reveals that there were never any significant

differences in the values of red, brown, purple, striped or medley, or any other

scarlets. Instead, the only and very marked difference in prices was always between

those for scarlets and for non-scarlets, without exception.

Today, we know full well not just from many paintings of this era but from the

ceremonial gowns of the Papal Curia what scarlet woollen broadcloths look like—

i.e., how vivid and resplendent is this shade of red, even if this colour is today

produced not from kermes or other insect dyes, but rather from synthetic aniline

dyes (extracted from coal tars). The precise nature and colour shades of the other

scarlets—especially the brown, perse, and murrey scarlets, and the fourteenth-century

strijpte scaerlakenen—are unknown. One textile historian, the late Hungarian expert

Walter Endrei, personally told me that, despite all the evidence that I had marshalled,

he could not believe that anyone would ever have, in his view, “adulterated” and

“degraded” a grain-dyed scarlet cloth by using other dyestuffs as well.17  Entrenched

17 Walter Endrei, pers. comm., August 1982. See also Endrei’s essay, “The Productivity of

Weaving in Late Medieval Flanders,” in Harte and Ponting, Cloth and Clothing, 108–19.
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Table 4.3: Annual distributions of Flemish luxury woollen broadcloths purchased by the town of Bruges for the upper echelons of the civic government, by
colour and value, in decennial means, 1301–10 to 1491–96
Mean prices and mean values are in pounds (£) groot Flemish. The town accounts ceased to provide specific cloth price data after 1496.
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Sources: Stadsarchief Brugge, Stadsrekeningen, 1302–1496; Algemeen Rijksarchief België, Rekenkamer, reg. nos. 32,461–549.
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views may die hard, but, to repeat, the abundant later medieval evidence that either

“white” woollens or woad-based, wool-dyed woollens, as explained above, were

redyed “in the piece” in grain to produce these various colours is irrefutable.18  Yet,

in expressing some sympathies with Endrei’s views, we would have to suppose that

the kermes dye would predominate in the final product, to give the woollen cloth a

vividly rich and lustrous colour, rather than a sombre colour.

If one examines the difference, now, between table 4.1 for Mechelen textile

purchases and tables 4.3 and 4.4 for Bruges textile purchases, one must be struck by

the complete absence of scarlets in the Mechelen accounts for the period of table 4.1,

namely from 1471 to 1550. In fact, none was recorded there after 1416. That is all

the more remarkable when one realizes, from the evidence cited earlier and as

indicated in table 4.2, that scarlets had been so very prevalent in the Mechelen town

accounts from the early 1360s (when explicit details first become available).

Similarly, in the Bruges accounts, the presence of scarlets in these annual municipal

purchases radically diminished in the course of the fifteenth century, especially after

1410 (but with one anomaly noted later). Consider, on the other hand, the contrary

evidence from the 1330s to about 1410. The absence of any evidence for scarlets in

the Bruges accounts before the very first so documented, in 1332, is not, however,

evidence of absence, for the extant Bruges accounts from 1302 to 1332 rarely specify

the name, let alone the colour, of the cloths so purchased. Thereafter they generally

do so, in fairly explicit detail, though some woollens are not specified by type or

colour, as indicated in the final columns in table 4.3.

As table 4.3 demonstrates, generally more than a third of the woollens purchased

from the 1330s to the 1360s were scarlets. In terms of the number purchased, scarlets

accounted for shares ranging from a low of 30.83 percent in 1361–70 to a high of

54.10 percent in 1351–60, i.e., in the decade following the Black Death. In terms of

value of the cloth purchases, scarlets obviously accounted for an even higher share:

from a low of 44.31 percent in 1331–40 to a high of 72.92 percent in that post–Black

Death decade, 1351–60. Those relative shares for scarlets, by number and value,

declined in the later fourteenth century, to 13.60 percent by number, but still a

respectable 30.17 percent by value, in the decade 1391–1400. By the decade 1431–

40, those shares for scarlet woollens had fallen steadily to 8.37 percent by number

and 15.17 percent by value. For some inexplicable reason, during the economically

depressed 1440s (following the horrible plagues, famine, and warfare of the 1430s),

the share of cloth purchases in scarlets leaped back to 24.21 percent by number and

18 See Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” 13–70. For example, see also the Bruges stadsrekening for

May 1417: “fine witte Brugsche lakenen omme te greinene ende rood scaerlaken daer af

ghemaect” (“in order to dye fine white Bruges cloths with grain, and thereby make them into

red scarlets”), Algemeen Rijksarchief België (Brussels), Rekenkamer, reg. no. 32,471; for

1414: “Bruxsche fine persche ghegreynde scaerlakene” (“fine perse [bluish-grey] grain-dyed

scarlets”), reg. no. 32,468; and for 1415: “fine groene gheminghede Bruxsche lakenen daerof

deen rood [scaerlakene] ghegreyndt” (“fine green medley Bruges cloths, of which one was

grain-dyed to become a scarlet”), reg. no. 32,469. Translations mine.
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Table 4.4: Annual distributions of Flemish luxury woollen broadcloths purchased by the town of Bruges for the upper echelons of the civic
government, by colour category, in decennial means, 1301–10 to 1491–96

Sources: See sources for Table 4.3.
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Fig 4.1: The percentage distribution of colours of woollens, by values, purchased by the
town of Bruges for the burgermasters, aldermen, and upper clerks of the civic
government, in decennial means, from 1301–10 to 1491–96. “Multicoloured/Bright”
includes scarlets, reds, browns, yellows, medleys, and striped cloths. “Dark” includes
blues, greens, purples, greys, and blacks. “Undyed/Unspecified” includes all woollens
whose colours were not specified as well as whites to be dyed (without indication of
colours). For data, see sources for tables 4.3 and 4.4. Note: The drop in 1321–30 represents
the lack of data for this decade, not a buying trend.
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34.92 percent by value. Thereafter, however, during the entire 1450s, 1460s, and

1470s, not a single scarlet was purchased for Bruges government officials. In the

1480s, in one year only were some scarlets (expensive ones, indeed) purchased: in

1482. Thereafter, until the termination of the textile accounts in 1496, no more

purchases of scarlets were recorded in the Bruges civic treasurers’ accounts.

THE LATE MEDIEVAL SHIFT FROM VIVID COLOURS TO THE “DARK SIDE”

Over this long period, as reflected in tables 4.3 and 4.4, we find a similar and equally

striking shift in the spectrum of colours for luxury-grade woollen broadcloths: from

bright, vivid, essentially red-based but often multicoloured textiles (i.e., the medleys

and striped or rayed woollens), so predominant in the fourteenth century, to those

that are chiefly dark and sombre, and largely “plain” (the word used in the texts) or

uniform in colour. Such a dichotomy involves, of course, arbitrary choices—far more

arbitrary in tables 4.3–4.4, for the Bruges cloth purchases, than in the simpler table

4.1, for Mechelen.

The category of bright, vivid, and multicoloured woollens includes, obviously,

all the scarlets, the medleys, the striped cloths, reds, browns, and yellows. The browns

are included in this category because of the predominant element of red dyes—

whether madder, brasilwood, or kermes—in forming their colours. Yellow-dyed

woollens (dyed in weld), it must be noted clearly, were extremely rare. They appear

in only four years, all before the Black Death: one each in 1335, 1336, and 1338, and

two in 1344.19  Thus their representation in these tables, by number and value, is too

negligible to deserve further comment.

The “dark side,” with darker and more sombre colours, consists of those textiles

that are fundamentally blue-dyed in origin: the various blues themselves (with an

increasing prominence of zadblauwe or deep blue, referred to also in the Mechelen

accounts as double-woad dyed), greens, perses, greys, and blacks. All of these woollens

were those dyed first in the wools using woad, and then redyed in the piece with

more woad and/or weld, madder, and various other additives to produce the greens,

purples, blacks, and greys. In the Bruges accounts, the first perse-coloured woollens

appear only in and from 1370; as noted earlier, the first black woollen appears only

in 1389; and the first greys, as late as 1393. In this “dark” category, greens are the

first to appear: in 1332. If some may argue that greens (as fundamentally a mixture

of woad and weld) should be placed in the “bright” category, the increasing prevalence

of dark green (zadt groenen, donker groenen), involving dye mixtures with woad,

convinced me to place them in the “dark” category.

Consider now figure 4.1 and the comparable statistics in tables 4.3 and 4.4,

especially the summaries of the distributions of textile purchases by both number

and value, as percentages of each annual total (converted into decennial means),

from 1301–10 to 1491–96. In the five decades just before and following the Black

19 See below, pp. 89–90, for an explanation of the rarity of yellow textiles.
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Death, from the 1330s to the 1370s, woollens of the “bright” category accounted for

generally three-quarters of the number of textiles purchased, from 72.41 percent to

81.70 percent; by value, they accounted for a range between 77.25 percent and 86.19

percent. The cloths of the “dark” category conversely accounted for less than 10

percent before the 1370s, when they then accounted for 18.05 percent by number

and only 14.07 percent by value. The 1370s may mark the first transition point,

because before then, woollens of the “dark side” accounted for a very small share,

ranging from 0.73 percent to 9.87 percent by number and from 0.6 percent to 7.68

percent by value. The remaining shares, both by number and value, are accounted for

by those woollens, often considerable in number, whose colours and types were not

specified (listed in the last two columns of table 4.4).

From the 1370s, the distribution of woollen cloth purchases grouped by the two

colour categories began to change markedly. The share of total purchases accounted

for by the woollens in the “bright” category fell, by numbers recorded, from 79.09

percent in 1361–70 to just 38.57 percent in 1391–1400, and by relative values, from

84.68 percent to 50.20 percent over the same period. Conversely, the share of those

textiles grouped in the “dark” category rose from 9.87 percent to 41.76 percent by

number, and from 7.68 percent to 33.20 percent by value, over this forty-year period.

In the first decade of the fifteenth century, however, the share of those in the “bright”

category rose back to 57.27 percent by number and 65.89 percent (about two-thirds)

by value, while conversely those of the “dark” category accounted for only 25.85

percent by number and 20.26 percent by value of purchases. Thereafter, however, the

share of total purchases accounted for by woollens of the “dark side” manifested an

inexorable, continuous rise to the 90 percent range in the 1460s; despite a slight

slippage thereafter, they ended up, in the final recorded period of 1491–96, accounting

for 93.51 percent of total purchases by number and virtually the same share, 93.84

percent, by value. Finally, in that last recorded period, the “bright” woollens accounted

for a derisorily small share (with none now in the “unspecified” category): 6.49

percent by number and just 6.16 percent by value. Thus, the dramatic shift in the

colour spectrum to the “dark side” in the Bruges accounts is almost identical to that

shown earlier in the Mechelen accounts (1471–1550; see table 4.1).

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE BRUGES CIVIC ACCOUNTS FOR TEXTILE DATA

Greater care should now be given to an explanation of the textiles selected for this

statistical analysis from the annual accounts of the Bruges treasurers, from 1302 to

1496. Only genuine woollen broadcloths (brede lakenen), and never narrow cloths

(smalle lakenen) or other textiles, were selected and recorded in these tables by price

(value) and colour; and the only ones selected for this category were those purchased

for the burgermasters, the aldermen (schepenen), and the upper clerks, along with

those purchased as occasional gifts for visiting princes (e.g., for Edward III in 1360).

All other textiles, and those woollen broadcloths purchased for lesser ranks
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(descending to those of civic musicians: pipers and trumpeters), were excluded, as

they were also omitted in table 4.1 for the Mechelen cloth accounts.

A major reason for selecting and focusing on the Bruges accounts is that they

begin as early as 1302 and have fewer gaps in the fourteenth century than do those of

some other Flemish cities. Warfare—foreign and civil wars—and then the Black

Death produced many gaps in the fourteenth-century Flemish accounts. For Bruges,

we have only two accounts in 1311–20, none at all in 1321–30 (the era of the Revolt

of Maritime Flanders), and only five in 1371–80 (the era of the Second Artevelde

Revolt); not until 1390 are the accounts available for every year. But in Ghent, for

example, which suffered many more civil disruptions, the status of the accounts is far

worse in terms of serious lacunae—too inferior to give a proper overview of the

fourteenth century (and still with unfortunate gaps in the fifteenth century). The

absence of any accounts for Ypres before 1406 is due instead to modern warfare: the

complete destruction of the Ypres archives in World War I. But, thanks to a duplicate

set deposited for the Burgundian court at Lille, we do have its town accounts from

1406 to the French Revolution.

The records of cloth purchases in Mechelen do begin early, in 1316, but not

until the 1360s do they contain sufficient details for analyses of this nature.

Before the 1420s, when a Flemish-based money-of-account system was adopted

in Mechelen, the prices were recorded in a very peculiar local money-of-account

(pond oude groot), and not until the early 1370s are there sufficient data to enable

me to convert these Mechelen cloth prices expressed in pounds oude groot into pounds

groot Flemish (see the last two columns of table 4.2 for prices of scarlets in both

moneys-of-account).

The second major and very important relative advantage of the Bruges town

accounts lies in the detailed records that repudiate a still common and quite

erroneous belief that the textile prices recorded in such town accounts were

somehow fictitious or artificial or adjusted in favour of the local drapery.20  Unlike

other civic governments in the southern Low Countries, the Bruges government

regularly purchased a wide variety of woollens and other textiles from across the

entire southern Low Countries and also parts of northern France (but never from

England).21  In the fourteenth century, many of the best quality and highest priced

woollens came from the rival draperies of Douai, Saint-Omer, Ghent, Ypres (Ieper),

Mechelen, and Brussels. The fact that the prices recorded for these “foreign” textiles

20 See this charge in Marc Boone, “L’industrie textile à Gand au bas moyen âge, ou les resurrections

successive d’une activité réputée moribonde,” in La draperie ancienne des Pays-Bas: débouchés et

stratégies de survie (14e–16e siècles) = Drapery Production in the Late Medieval Low Countries:

Markets and Strategies for Survival (14th–16th Centuries), ed. Marc Boone and Walter Prevenier,

Studies in Urban Social, Economic and Political History of the Medieval and Modern Low

Countries (Leuven/Apeldoorn: Garant, 1993), 15–61.

21 For an explanation of why English woollens had long been banned from Flanders (since the

1350s), see John Munro, “Industrial Protectionism in Medieval Flanders: Urban or National?”

in The Medieval City, ed. Harry Miskimin, David Herlihy, and A. L. Udovitch (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1977), 229–68.
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in the Bruges accounts so closely correspond to the prices of the woollens recorded

in the annual treasurers’ accounts of the towns that produced these textiles thus

gives one sufficient confidence in their validity. So does the fact that the registers

include not only the specific types and colours of these woollens, and their

provenance, but also the names of the merchants who sold them to the city

government; furthermore, annual fluctuations in prices fortify one’s confidence

that these are indeed genuine market prices.

In the Bruges town accounts, from the 1340s, but especially from the 1360s,

we find an increasing number of less expensive woollens produced by the so-called

nouvelles draperies (nieuwe draperien or “new draperies”) of the southern Low

Countries: from Dixmude, Kortrijk, Comines, Dendermonde, Wervik, Aalst, Diest,

and many others. Most of these nouvelles draperies had once produced very cheap

and coarse worsted or serge-like cloths. But during the great industrial

transformation of the fourteenth century—which I have analysed at length

elsewhere—these nouvelles draperies forsook the cheaper textiles similarly to reorient

and concentrate on the production of genuine heavy-weight luxury-grade woollens,

generally in imitation of those produced by the great urban draperies listed above

(especially of the Flemish drie steden—i.e., the “three cities” of Bruges, Ghent, and

Ypres), but sold at rather cheaper prices (if still more costly than English

broadcloths).22  Virtually never were any products of these nouvelles draperies

considered to be valuable enough and worthy for garbing the upper echelons of the

Bruges civic government (and thus they do not appear in the accompanying tables).

By the turn of the century, woollens of these nouvelles draperies had displaced those

from the greater Flemish and Brabantine urban draperies in the Bruges treasurer’s

accounts. One of the very first to be displaced were those of Ghent, which had

specialized in producing strijpte lakenen (including strijpte scaerlakenen). Therefore

the total disappearance of this category of “striped” cloths after 1387 is to be

explained in part by this industrial and commercial transformation. Although that

disappearance may also partly reflect the relative shift away from multicoloured

cloths, the Ghent municipal accounts nevertheless do record the purchases of that

town’s own strijpte lakenen in considerable number, each year, well into the sixteenth

century.23

22 See John Munro, “Medieval Woollens: The Western European Woollen Industries and Their

Struggles for International Markets, c. 1000–1500,” in Jenkins, Cambridge History of Western

Textiles, vol. 1, chap. 5, 228–324, 378–86 (bibliography); John Munro, “Industrial

Transformations in the North-West European Textile Trades, c. 1290–c. 1340: Economic

Progress or Economic Crisis?” in Before the Black Death: Studies in the “Crisis” of the Early

Fourteenth Century, ed. Bruce M. S. Campbell (Manchester: Manchester University Press,

1991), 110–48; John Munro, “Spanish Merino Wools and the Nouvelles Draperies: An Industrial

Transformation in the Late-Medieval Low Countries,” Economic History Review, 2nd ser., 58,

no. 3 (August 2005): 431–84.

23 Town accounts in Gent, Stadsrekeningen, Reeks 400: nos. 7–35.
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THE COMPOSITION AND WEIGHTS OF WOOLLEN BROADCLOTHS

Our knowledge of the physical composition of these Flemish woollen broadcloths can

be verified from one set of ordinances, for the Ghent drapery (the keuren or regulations

of 1456, 1462, and 1546), and for three other sixteenth-century draperies (those of

Leuven and Mechelen—both in Brabant—and East Anglia), whose essential data are

given in tables that I have published elsewhere, in various formats.24  All of these

woollens were woven exclusively from the finer English wools: those specified and

defined above. The Flemish, Brabantine, and English broadcloths were all similar in

dimensions (i.e., about 35 to 37 square metres) as well as in weights, which varied

from 633.8 grams per square metre for the Ghent dickedinnen to 764.4 grams for the

Mechelen gulden aeren and 782.6 grams for East Anglian broadcloths.25  In contrast,

sixteenth-century worsted says from Bergues-St. Winoc (Flanders) and Essex had far

lower weights: only 260.4 grams and 141.2 grams per square metre, respectively—i.e.,

less than 20 percent of the weight for the heaviest broadcloths.26  Some partial

regulations for the Bruges drapery in 1408 indicate that its broadcloths must have

been very similar to those of Ghent.27  Whether or not the fourteenth-century woollen

broadcloths had wool compositions and weights similar to those of the sixteenth

century cannot be ascertained, but it seems unlikely that they were radically different,

for this was a most conservative industry, as would be expected in one so luxury oriented.

24 See Munro, “Industrial Protectionism,” tables 13.1–13.5, pp. 253–67; “Medieval Scarlet,”

tables 3.1–3.15, pp. 32–69; “Industrial Transformations,” table 4.1 and Appendix 4.1, pp.

142–48; and “Woollen Industries and Struggles for Markets,” tables 5.1–5.10, pp. 299–324;

as well as “The Origins of the English ‘New Draperies’: The Resurrection of an Old Flemish

Industry, 1270–1570,” in The New Draperies in the Low Countries and England, 1300–1800,

ed. Negley B. Harte, Pasold Studies in Textile History 10 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1997), tables 1–5 and 7–8, pp. 39–89; “Textiles as Articles of Consumption in Flemish

Towns, 1330–1575,” Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis 81, nos. 1–3 (1998): tables 1–4, pp. 276–85;

and “The Symbiosis of Towns and Textiles: Urban Institutions and the Changing Fortunes of

Cloth Manufacturing in the Low Countries and England, 1270–1570,” The Journal of Early Modern

History: Contacts, Comparisons, Contrasts 3, no. 1 (February 1999): tables 1–2, pp. 42–51.

25 English broadcloths, fulled and finished, were, by statute, 1.75 yards wide; Flemish woollens

were generally 8 “quarters” or 2 ells wide: i.e., 1.4 metres wide; but some were as wide as 10

quarters (2.5 ells = 1.75 metres). The Ghent cloth weight—identical in the ordinances of

1456, 1462, and 1546—is surprisingly low, even if based on the Ghent pound weight of 433.85

grams, rather than the Bruges pound of 463.90 grams. For more specific data on textile dimensions,

see Munro, “Woollen Industries and Struggles for Markets,” table 5.7, pp. 312–15.

26 See Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” table 3.2, 34–35; “Origins of the English ‘New Draperies,’”

table 4, 49–51; “Woollen Industries and Struggles for Markets,” table 5.7, 312–15, table 5.8,

p. 316. Medieval says were either fully worsted—with “dry” long-stapled, coarse, worsted warp

and weft yarns—or, like those of Hondschoote (and the later English New Draperies, from the

1560s), a fabric with a “dry” long-stapled worsted warp yarn and a short-stapled woollen weft

greased with butter or oil. The former were rarely if ever fulled; the latter were partially fulled,

if only to remove the grease, but without actually felting the cloth. Thus says, worsteds, and

other products of the draperies légères were (as the name suggests) much lighter-weight cloths,

chiefly because they were not fully felted and compressed as were fulled woollens.

27 Octave Delepierre and J. F. Willems, eds., Collection des keuren ou statuts de tous les métiers de

Bruges (Ghent: C. Annoot-Braeckman, 1842), 16–17, 42–44.
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Nobody wears such heavy broadcloths today, save for the aforementioned cardinals in

the Papal Curia, for whom such scarlet woollen broadcloths are still periodically produced.

Our own wool-based suits and other clothes are essentially lighter-weight worsteds.

TEXTILE PRICES IN TERMS OF “BASKETS OF CONSUMABLES”

AND REAL WAGES

Do the cloth prices recorded in these tables really indicate that these heavy-weight

woollens were genuinely luxury articles of consumption? Prices are, after all, quite

useless to the economic historian, unless proper comparisons can be made, in the

context of a proper understanding of the relevant monetary history. For example, the

steep rise in the nominal prices of fourteenth-century woollens until the 1380s tells

us nothing about the real values. For that rise was due, to a very large extent, to the

consequences of inflation from severe Flemish silver coinage debasements from the

1330s to the 1380s, which were aggravated by other severely inflationary forces

unleashed by warfare and the Black Death. Similarly, a long series of events ranging

from coinage reforms to wars prompted significant monetary ups and downs from

this point through nearly all the fifteenth century. Thus, the interpretation of price

movements, including those for textiles, is very dependent upon monetary factors of

debasements, reforms, inflations, and deflations; but this subject is far too complex

to permit a complete analysis of the price changes recorded in these tables.28

Table 4.5, however, permits us to estimate the real values of these Flemish

textiles—both the scarlets and the non-scarlet luxury woollens—in terms of two

related measures: the annual value of a “basket of consumables” whose sum value is

expressed in silver pence groot (a measure combined in this table with the related

Flemish Consumer Price Index, or CPI, based on these values); and the purchasing

power of the annual money-wage income, also expressed in silver pence groot, for a

master mason in Bruges (for 210 days’ employment per year).29  Thus this table

28 For more detailed discussion, see John Munro, Wool, Cloth, and Gold: The Struggle for Bullion

in Anglo-Burgundian Trade, 1340–1478 (Brussels: Editions de l’Université de Bruxelles, 1973),

43–63; John Munro, “Mint Policies, Ratios, and Outputs in England and the Low Countries,

1335–1420: Some Reflections on New Data,” The Numismatic Chronicle 141 (1981): 71–116;

John Munro, “Wage Stickiness, Monetary Changes, and Real Incomes in Late-Medieval England

and the Low Countries, 1300–1500: Did Money Matter?” Research in Economic History 21

(2003): 185–297; John Munro, “Builders’ Wages in Southern England and the Southern Low

Countries, 1346–1500: A Comparative Study of Trends in and Levels of Real Incomes,” in

L’Edilizia prima della rivoluzione industriale, secc. XIII–XVIII: Atti della “Settimana di Studi” e altri

convegni, no. 36, Istituto Internazionale di Storia Economica “Francesco Datini,” ed. Simonetta

Cavaciocchi, (Florence: Le Monnier, 2005), 1013–76; and John Munro, “Gold, Guilds, and

Government: The Impact of Monetary and Labour Policies on the Flemish Cloth Industry,

1390–1435,” Jaarboek voor middeleeuwse geschiedenis 5 (2002): 153–205.

29 The composition and component values of this Flemish price index are presented and compared

with those for southern England and southern Brabant in Munro, “Builders’ Wages,” table 1,

1048–50; and in Munro, “Wage Stickiness,” table 1, p. 231. For the components of the

Flemish “basket of consumables,” see the note on table 4.5 of this article. The base used for

all these price indexes is: mean value of 1451–75 = 100.
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Table 4.5: Prices of dyed Flemish woollens purchased by the town of Bruges for the upper echelons of the civic government in relation to the
price of a basket of consumables and to the annual money-wage income of a Bruges master mason, in decennial means, 1341–50 to 1491–96

Prices are in pence (d) and pounds (£) groot Flemish, with 240 pence per pound. The components of the Flemish basket of consumables, with values in Flemish
pence groot, are as follows: 45.461 litres (10 Imperial gallons) of wheat (13.279d), 36.369 litres (8 gallons) of rye (7.062d), 18.184 litres (4 gallons) of barley
(2.867d), 24.243 litres (5 1/3 gallons) of peas (7.341d), 163.659 litres of barley (36 gallons) for brewing malt (25.805d), 13.610 kg (30 lb) of butter
(36.087d), 13.610 kg (30 lb) of cheese (8.578d), and 1.225 metres (4 feet) of coarse woollen cloth (25.276d). Total value of the basket for the base period of 1451–
75 = 126.295d groot Flemish. In grain measures, one gallon = 8 bushels.
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Sources: See sources for Table 4.3; also John Munro, “Wage Stickiness, Monetary Changes, and Real Incomes in Late-Medieval England and the Low Countries,

1300–1500: Did Money Matter?” Research in Economic History 21 (2003): 185–297; John Munro, “Builders’ Wages in Southern England and the Southern

Low Countries, 1346–1500: A Comparative Study of Trends in and Levels of Real Incomes,” in L’Edilizia prima della rivoluzione industriale, secc. XIII–XVIII:

Atti della “Settimana di Studi” e altri convegni, no. 36, Istituto Internazionale di Storia Economica “Francesco Datini,” ed. Simonetta Cavaciocchi (Florence,

2005), 1013–76.
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compares the decennial mean value of both scarlets and other dyed woollen

broadcloths in terms of the number of such consumer baskets having an equal value

to one of these woollens and in terms of their values in Flemish pounds groot, with

240 pence to the pound groot, so that the higher the number of such consumer baskets,

the higher was the real value of these textiles. The second measure computes the

number of days’ wages that a Bruges master mason would have had to spend in order

to buy one of these textiles—about 36 square metres of cloth, sufficient to produce

three complete sets of male clothing. Again, the greater the number of days’ wages

required for the purchase, the higher was the real value of each of these textiles.

SCARLETS AS THE ULTIMATE WOOLLEN OF LUXURY CONSUMPTION

Table 4.5 indicates that the real value of Flemish scarlets, by these measures, about

doubled from the Black Death era in the 1340s to the end of the fourteenth century:

from a harmonic mean value of 17.46 baskets in 1341–50 to one of 36.711 baskets

in 1391–1400.30  There are two fundamental reasons for that rise in their values:

first, a steady and very substantial increase in the real burden of English wool-export

taxes, rising from 38.14 percent of mean wool prices in 1356–60 to 50.3 percent in

1391–95; and second, deflation, with a sharp fall in the Flemish CPI from a mean of

115.22 in 1371–75 (1451–75 = 100) to one of 88.51 in 1391–95.31  Thus, their

“real” value rose because the nominal or money-of-account prices of these textiles

did not fall as much as did the CPI.

In the fifteenth century, the real value of scarlets, as measured in these terms, fell

steadily to the 1420s, when the mean value of these textiles was less than half of that

value indicated for the 1390s: just 16.967 consumer baskets. This time the principal

factor was renewed inflation, as the Flemish CPI rose from a mean of 88.53 in 1401–

05 to 117.77 in 1426–30, thus rising faster than did the nominal textile prices.

Subsequently, however, the mean value of the woollen scarlet again increased, to be

worth 21.061 baskets in 1431–40 and 19.166 baskets in 1441–50, when their

purchases for the Bruges town government virtually ceased. That latter rise in the

real values of dyed woollens (including scarlets) was principally due to two factors:

first, a very sharp rise in the costs of fine English wools from the later 1420s, thanks

to further misadventures of English fiscal and “bullionist” policies designed to exploit

the wool-export trade to the Low Countries (the Calais Staple Bullion Ordinances);

30 In computing quinquennial, decennial, or other such mean values, the harmonic mean must

be used, not the arithmetic mean. The harmonic mean is “a calculated average computed by

finding the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of the numbers to be averaged.…

In economic computation the harmonic mean is used in averaging such data as time rates and

rate-per-dollar prices.” Harold Sloan and Arnold Zurcher, A Dictionary of Economics, 3rd ed.

(New York: Barnes & Noble, 1953), 149–50.

31 Munro, “Woollen Industries and Struggles for Markets,” 278–83, and table 5.1, 299–301;

Munro, “Wage Stickiness,” 213–26, and table 8, 249–50.
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and second, a very steep deflation from the 1440s to the mid–1460s, by which time

the Flemish CPI had fallen to a nadir of 88.7.32

The next comparison in the relative values of these Flemish woollen scarlets is

achieved by computing how many of these consumer baskets a skilled master mason

in Bruges could have purchased with his annual money-wage income, and then by

comparing that amount of annual “real income” with the prices of scarlets (i.e., in

terms of equivalent number of consumer baskets). In my view, this method provides

the best possible measure of real wages; for, after all, the real wage represents the

purchasing power of nominal, money wages in terms of such consumer goods.33  The

significance of that comparison is enhanced if we realize that master masons ranked

in the highest echelons of wage earners in this medieval society, and furthermore,

that real wages for master masons in fifteenth-century Bruges were substantially

higher than for such masons in southern England and Antwerp—perhaps the very

highest in northern Europe.34

The results of this quantitative analysis are also shown in table 4.5 (for 1348–

1496). They show first that, contrary to popular opinion, real wages—here, the real

wages of Bruges master masons and their journeymen—did not rise soon after the

Black Death, but fell substantially, simply because inflation outpaced the rise in

nominal money wages. Thus the number of consumer baskets that such a master

mason could have purchased per year fell from a harmonic mean of 16.440 baskets

in 1348–50 to 12.184 baskets in 1371–80—a fall of 25.9 percent; but, with the

monetary reform of 1389–90 and then deflation, that number rose to a harmonic

mean of 17.160 baskets in 1401–10. Then, with the ensuing inflations in the early-

to-mid-fifteenth century, that number fell to 13.745 baskets in 1431–40. Subsequently,

however, with the previously mentioned steep deflation, the number of those

consumer baskets that could have been purchased with the annual money wage rose

to a peak of 19.749 baskets in 1461–70, falling thereafter to a new mean low of

11.752 baskets in the war-torn, debasement-ridden, inflationary 1480s (when wages

for building craftsmen also ceased to be recorded in the Bruges accounts).

Secondly, these comparative data demonstrate that, throughout this entire late

medieval period, the mean value of a scarlet was always worth more than the number

of consumer baskets purchasable with a master mason’s annual money wage. In fact,

during the second half of the fourteenth century, the ratio of those values almost

doubled: from 1.062:1 (i.e., one scarlet = 1.062 baskets purchased yearly) in 1348–

50 to 2.092:1 in 1391–1400; and while that ratio fell in the fifteenth century, the

32 See Munro, Wool, Cloth, and Gold, 65–179; Munro, “Woollen Industries and Struggles for

Markets,” 285–95; Munro, “Wage Stickiness,” 213–27; Munro, “Builders’ Wages,” 1037–49.

33 The most common technique is to use index numbers, with some common base (e.g., in this

and other studies: mean of prices in 1451–75 = 100); and thus the real wage is calculated by

dividing the nominal wage index by the consumer price index: NWI/CPI = RWI. But that

provides only a relative measure of changes, over time, and does not indicate any absolute

levels of real wages that would permit regional comparison. See Munro, “Builders’ Wages,”

1013–76; and Munro, “Wage Stickiness,” 185–297.

34 See Munro, “Builders’ Wages,” 1013–76, especially 1041–47.
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lowest level was still 1.711:1 in 1441–50. Obviously we cannot expect that master

building craftsmen, let alone their journeymen, were ever in the market to purchase

woollen scarlets.

An alternative approach, providing the very same conclusion, is to calculate the

number of days’ wages that a master mason would have had to spend to purchase one

scarlet broadcloth, on the assumption that the maximum number of days of paid

employment per year was about 210. Thus, from table 4.5, we find that the number

of such days’ wages required to purchase a scarlet (in terms of its harmonic mean

decennial value) rose from 223.64 days in 1348–50 to 445.91 days—thus, more

than two years’ money-wage income—in 1391–1400. Thereafter, and once again,

since these measures are fully comparable, the number of a mason’s day’s wages

required to purchase a scarlet (harmonic mean value) fell to a low of 246.63 days in

1441–50 (the last decade of recorded purchases in the Bruges accounts); but that still

meant 1.17 years’ money-wage income for a Bruges master mason.

OTHER DYED WOOLLENS AS ARTICLES OF LUXURY CONSUMPTION

Obviously the comparisons to be made with other dyed woollen broadcloths in

these tables produce a somewhat different result, reflecting their relatively lower

values. Nevertheless, these comparisons also reveal to what extent these woollens

were also truly a luxury product, beyond the purchasing power range of any but the

upper income groups of medieval Flemish society. Thus, on the basis of the first

mode of comparison (as used for the scarlets), we find, for the second half of the

fourteenth century, that the decennial mean number of consumer baskets whose

total value matched that of the mean value of these dyed broadcloths rose from

8.057 baskets in 1348–50 to 13.286 baskets in 1391–1400: a rise in the real value of

these broadcloths of 64.9 percent, for reasons already explained—an impressive

rise, even if a lesser increase than that for scarlets. As shown in tables 4.3 and 4.5, the

real mean value of these other dyed luxury woollens then fell from the 1390s to the

1420s, though by a lesser amount than did the real value of scarlets, by 32 percent: to

a harmonic mean of 9.041 baskets in 1421–30. Thereafter, however, their real value

rose again: to 12.000 baskets in 1441–50, and then to a peak of 14.136 baskets in

1461–70. It is worth noting that, in 1473, the English government had finally and

formally revoked the Calais Staple Bullion Ordinances, whose payment provisions

had so severely increased the cost of fine English wools for the Low Countries’

woollen draperies.35  But then, with ensuing civil wars, coinage debasements, and a

consequent steep inflation, reflected in a rise of the Flemish CPI to a mean of 174.1

in 1486–90, the relative value of these (non-scarlet) dyed woollens thereafter fell

again, to a mean of just 11.944 consumer baskets in 1481–90.

35 See Munro, Wool, Cloth, and Gold, 65–179; Munro, “Woollen Industries and Struggles for

Markets,” 286–88.
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The alternative but complementary statistical comparison reveals that the ratio

of the values of these broadcloths to the number of consumer baskets purchasable

with a master mason’s annual wage income rose from about half of that real income

(a ratio of 0.490:1) in 1348–50 to a peak of 0.880:1 in 1381–90: i.e., indicating that

a dyed (non-scarlet) Bruges broadcloth was worth 49 percent of the mason’s annual

money-wage income in 1348–50, but was worth 88 percent in 1381–90. That ratio

then fell to a low of 0.614:1 in 1411–20, and then rose again to a fifteenth-century

peak of 1.016:1 in 1481–90 (i.e., a value in excess of the mason’s annual wage

income).

Finally, the third statistical measure of the high values of these luxury woollens

similarly shows that the number of days of wage income that a master mason in

Bruges would had have to spend to acquire one of these (non-scarlet) dyed woollens

rose from 103.2 days in 1348–50 to 175.15 days in 1381–90, and then fell to a

corresponding low of 129.76 days in 1411–20, while thereafter again rising to a

peak of 192.27 days in the war-torn, inflation-ridden 1480s. The most striking contrast,

which can be made only much later, is a comparison of textile prices and wages in

Antwerp in the years 1538 to 1544, indicating that a master mason there would have

required, on average, the following number of days’ wages to purchase 12 square

metres of the following textiles (enough for a full suit of men’s clothing): 13.725

days’ wages for a Hondschoote single say, 16.958 days’ wages for a Hondschoote

double say, 74.144 days’ wages for a Mechelen rooslaken broadcloth, and 91.413 days’

wages for a Ghent dickedinnen broadcloth.36

WHAT EXPLAINS THE ANTI-RED SHIFT TO THE “DARK SIDE”?

If we may now establish that by this era black had become the supreme colour

symbol of luxury woollen broadcloths—when, to repeat, purchases of scarlets are no

longer recorded in these town accounts—what explanation do we have for this victory

of the “dark side”? Nothing more than some unsatisfying and incomplete hypotheses

may be offered.

36 John Munro, “Money, Wages, and Real Incomes in the Age of Erasmus: The Purchasing Power

of Coins and of Building Craftsmen’s Wages in England and the Southern Low Countries, 1500–

1540,” in The Correspondence of Erasmus, vol. 12, Letters 1658–1801, January 1526–March 1527,

ed. Alexander Dalzell and Charles G. Nauert, Jr. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003),

Appendix: table 6K, p. 672. The Hondschoote says had a worsted warp yarn and a woollen weft.

Both had a final, finished length of 24.5 metres (35 Flemish ells), but the single say had a final

width of 0.6125 metres and thus an area of 15.006 square metres, while the double say had a

final width of 1.1375 metres and thus an area of 27.869 square metres. The single say weighed

about 5.1 kg, with about 340 grams per square metre; the double say weighed about 7.4 kg,

with about 266 grams per square metre. The double say was just over 78 percent of the area of

the Mechelen gulden aeren broadcloth (and presumably the same proportion of the rooslaken),

whose finished dimensions were 20.67 metres by 1.7225 metres (35.604 square metres); but a

square metre of a double say weighed less than 35 percent of a square metre of that Mechelen

broadcloth (which, as noted earlier, weighed about 764 grams).
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In view of the evidence that the 1430s marked a turning point in the Bruges

accounts for colours in cloth purchases, one might speculate on the role of an Iberian

or Spanish influence. For, in January 1430, Duke Philip the Good of Burgundy (r.

1419–67) took, as his third wife, the beautiful young princess Isabella of Portugal

(daughter of King John I)—possibly influenced by Jan Van Eyck’s famous portrait.

Two years earlier, in 1428, Philip had also signed one of Flanders’ most important

commercial treaties of the fifteenth century, with Castile. Spanish merchants had

long been important in supplying Flanders with wine, citrus fruits, salt, iron, and

metal manufactures, but now they were bringing increasing quantities of fine merino

wools, at the very time when English wools had suddenly become so much more

expensive (because of the aforementioned Calais Staple Bullion Ordinances). By the

end of the century, the merinos had won a clear victory over the English wools in the

economy of the southern Low Countries.37  Then, in 1496, the Habsburg Archduke

Philip the Handsome (r. 1482–1506), son of the last Burgundian ruler of the Low

Countries, Mary of Burgundy (r. 1477–1482), married Joanna the Mad of Castile;

their firstborn son (born in Ghent in 1500) was the famed Charles, who became

King Charles I of Spain in 1516 and then, in 1519, Holy Roman Emperor, to become

known as Charles Quint (V). His abdication in 1555, relegating the rule of the

Habsburg Low Countries to his thoroughly Spanish son Philip II (r. 1556–1598), set

in motion those events that would lead to the Revolt of the Low Countries against

overbearing Spanish rule and to the Eighty Years’ War of 1568–1648.

What role therefore did Spanish culture, dress, fashion, and colours play in the

Burgundian-Habsburg court and in the society of the early modern Low Countries?

Is the preeminence of black owed to such Spanish or more generally Mediterranean

influences? What role did Moorish or more generally Islamic culture have in

favouring this preeminence of black?38  It has been observed that in Islamic society,

married women almost universally wore—and still wear—black as a symbol of

their special revered status (and unattainability); but so did Italian and Greek women.

We may also ask why such brilliant, vivid, red- and scarlet-based colours had, on

the contrary, just as decisively predominated in the mid- and later fourteenth century,

at least in Flanders (with the best documentation). Perhaps the resort to such brilliant,

vivid colours, especially with the varieties of scarlets, reflected a natural human

desire to escape the terrors of the Black Death and almost incessant and murderous

warfare. Since the plague—whatever form of bubonic or other disease it may have

37 See Munro, “Spanish Merino Wools,” 431–84. The fully-evolved Spanish merino wools were

similar to the finest English March and Cotswolds wools in having very short and curly fibres,

about 2.0 to 2.5 inches in length (i.e., about 5.1 to 6.4 centimetres). Both the medieval

English March and Cotswolds wools and the early modern Spanish merino wools had excellent

felting properties. See also Munro, “Wool-Price Schedules,” 118–69.

38 See Françoise Piponnier and Perrine Mane, Dress in the Middle Ages, trans. Caroline Beamish

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 90, for an assertion that in late medieval Spain

“the Islamic influence [in its textiles and in the styling of some of its clothes] remained strong

until the end of the Reconquest [in 1492].” Original French title: Se vêtir au moyen âge (Paris,

1995).
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been—manifested itself in starkly black pustules, as inflammatory swellings of the

buboes or lymph glands, black textiles would hardly be favoured under these

circumstances, all the more so since so many associated black with death and evil

(while in Islamic cultures white symbolized mourning for the dead).39  Brightly vivid

and multicoloured textiles may also have symbolized a morbidly hedonistic

atmosphere following the Black Death: as in the admonition “Eat, drink, and be

merry, for tomorrow we die.” Evidently the large cash balances and assets that some

fortunate few survivors inherited may have promoted such patterns of lavish,

conspicuous consumption.40

When we come to the fifteenth century, we may draw, as generations of cultural

historians have done, upon Johan Huizinga’s insights in his famed The Autumn of the

Middle Ages.41  Though ostensibly covering the later Middle Ages, this classic

monograph focuses on the mid-fifteenth-century culture and art of the Burgundian

Low Countries. In his chapters on “The Vision of Death” (five) and “Art in Life”

(twelve), Huizinga depicts the now strong tendencies toward more sombre displays

in costume, decoration, and art, though without providing a convincing explanation

for this cultural and artistic transition. For clothing and dress, he notes the very

strong predilection for greys, blacks, and violets (purples), stating that “a preference

for darkly glowing and muted combinations is unmistakable.” He contends that

yellows and browns were rare, “because they were held to be ugly” and furthermore

that “yellow already signified enmity.” Evidence presented earlier in this study (see

p. 76) has shown that yellow was extremely rare, to be found only in the 1330s and

1340s (in the Bruges accounts), and the great difficulty of producing a weld-yellow

that would hold fast with exposure to rain, perspiration, and the bleaching effects of

39 For a very convincing case that the Black Death was not the bubonic plague that the world

came to know from the pandemic that struck China and India from 1894 to the 1940s, and

was not disseminated by rat fleas, see Samuel K. Cohn, Jr., The Black Death Transformed: Disease

and Culture in Early Renaissance Europe (London: Arnold, 2002), chaps. 1–3, 7–54. For the

traditional theory that it was the same bubonic plague (caused by the bacillus Yersinia pestis),

see Ole J. Benedictow, The Black Death, 1346–1353: The Complete History (Woodbridge, UK:

Boydell, 2004), which overlooks Cohn and his arguments.

40 See in particular: Harry Miskimin, The Economy of Early Renaissance Europe, 1300–1460

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 25–32; David Herlihy, Medieval and Renaissance

Pistoia: The Social History of an Italian Town, 1200–1430 (New Haven: Yale University Press,

1967), 55–71, 180–212; Robert Lopez, “Hard Times and Investment in Culture,” in The

Renaissance, ed. Wallace Ferguson et al. (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), 29–52; Giovanni

Boccaccio, The Decameron, trans. J. M. Rigg (London: Navarre Society, 1921), introduction,

esp. p. 7; Anthony Cassell, “Boccaccio, Giovanni,” in Dictionary of the Middle Ages, ed. Joseph

R. Strayer et al. (New York: Scribner, 1982–89), 2:277–90.

41 Johan Huizinga, The Autumn of the Middle Ages, trans. Rodney Payton and Ulrich Mammitzsch

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), translated from the second Dutch edition of

Herfsttij der middeleeuwen (Haarlem: H.D. Tjeenk Willink, 1921). See chaps. 5, 156–72, and

12, 294–328. More familiar to older scholars was the first English translation, authorized by

Huizinga, but one that badly truncated the original Dutch text (and, according to Payton and

Mammitzsch, misrepresented his meanings in many places): The Waning of the Middle Ages: A

Study of the Forms of Life, Thought, and Art in France and the Netherlands in the XIVth and XVth

Centuries (London: E. Arnold & Co., 1924).
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the sun provides good technical reasons for its rarity in medieval costume.

Greens and blues were much more common in Huizinga’s portrait of Burgundian

clothing styles; but he believed them to be unsuitable for formal dress, in that green

symbolized a state of love, and blue, of fidelity. But “blue, if used with hypocritical

intent, could also signify infidelity … and also the victim of unfaithfulness”; and it

could also serve “as the color of folly.” Thus Huizinga gives the greatest emphasis to

the role of black colours in clothing:42

It is remarkable that black and violet are more popular for clothing than green and
blue. Black, above all black velvet, undoubtedly represents the proud, somber splendor
that the time loved, with its arrogant distance from the gay wealth of color found
everywhere. [Duke] Philip the Good, after having passed the days of his youth,
always wore black and had his entourage and horses in the same color. The favorite
colors of King René [of Anjou], even more eager for distinction and refinement, were
gray-white-black.

Huizinga also notes the importance of greys during this period, in terms of this same

sombre theme: “as a color of sadness.”43

Further evidence for the increasing prevalence and then predominance of black

and grey woollens can be found in Françoise Piponnier’s study of fashions in this

same court of Anjou during the second half of the fifteenth century; but she does not

offer any convincing explanation for this fascinating phenomenon.44  In a subsequent

publication, however, she and co-author Perrine Mane contend that “the habit of

wearing black mourning clothes, attributed to the Spanish, was adopted by French

and English royalty,” and they also speculate in particular that Duke Philip the

Good’s insistence of the exclusive use of black colours was “a sign of mourning, after

the assassination of his father, John the Fearless, in 1419.”45  Yet elsewhere they

contend that the fifteenth-century preference for black emanated from the “black

silks [that had] originated in Italy”—a speculation that still does not explain the

colour itself—and they further comment that “the use of black in the fifteenth century

appears to have been a reflection of fashions in clothing rather than any idea of

mourning or sadness,” an assertion that contradicts both their earlier expressed

views and those of Huizinga as well.46

42 All quotations from Huizinga, Autumn of the Middle Ages, 325–27.

43 Ibid., p. 328.

44 Françoise Piponnier, Costume et vie sociale: la cour d’Anjou, XIVe–XV siècle (Paris: Mouton,

1970), 188–94, 212–18. For her other observations on the “deep shades so popular in the

late Middle Ages: dark greens and blues, violet and especially black,” see Piponnier and Mane,

Dress in the Middle Ages, 17, 71–76; on the earlier preference for scarlets and red—“red being

the colour then considered most prestigious,” see p. 57. For other observations on fashions in

the court of Anjou, and colour preferences, see Raymond Van Uytven, “Rood-wit-zwart:

kleurensymboliek en kleursignalen in de Middeleeuwen,” Tijdschrift voor geschiedenis 97 (1984):

447–69, especially 448–49.

45 Piponnier and Mane, Dress in the Middle Ages, 113, 73.

46 Ibid., 72, 119.
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In his own conclusion on fifteenth-century court fashions, Huizinga contends

that “from the middle of the century on, the use of black and white [and greys] seems

temporarily to be in decline, while that of blue and green is on the rise.” That view

is not, however, substantiated by the evidence on textile colours presented here, up

to the 1550s; and Huizinga himself qualified this remark by stating, “but this is only

a preliminary impression that is in need of further supporting evidence.”47

Finally, some scholars have suggested that black came to be favoured because

dyeing in black was supposedly more expensive than dyeing in other traditional

colours. Thus their argument proceeds in the following fashion: Since value was

attached to cost, and since prestige was attached to value, the aristocracy and the

wealthy upper bourgeoisie (including town mayors and aldermen) came to prize

and esteem black over other less costly colours (i.e., in dyed woollens). This argument

or hypothesis is wholly fallacious for two reasons. First, there is no statistically

significant difference in the costs of dyeing woollens in any of the colours other than

those created by using the scarlet kermes: i.e., the prices for black-dyed woollens are

no higher or lower than those for greys, browns, purples, greens, standard reds, and

medley and striped woollens.48  Second, even if this argument had any validity, why

would such wealthy consumers have come to prefer black woollens over the

indisputably far more expensive scarlets, i.e., those dyed solely in kermes or dyed first

with woad (in the wools or yarns) and then in the piece with kermes and sometimes

with other dyes as well? As this study also demonstrates, such very costly scarlets

virtually disappeared from the accounts of cloth purchases in Bruges, Mechelen,

Ghent, and other cities by the later fifteenth century. Why scarlets then fell out of

favour, at least in northern Europe, is a question not easily answered.49

47 Huizinga, Autumn of the Middle Ages, p. 328. He also notes that reds were still commonly used,

and predominated “in festive and official dress,” an observation not substantiated by the

evidence. For more general comments on the relative importance of red, white, and black in

late medieval clothing, heraldry, and adornment, see Raymond Van Uytven, “Cloth in Medieval

Literature of Western Europe,” in Harte and Ponting, Cloth and Clothing, 151–83; and Van

Uytven, “Rood-wit-zwart,” 447–69.

48 This argument was raised both by participants in the July 2005 International Medieval

Congress at Leeds, where I presented this paper, and by a referee for this journal. Evidently

this myth about the cost of dyeing in black is widely held by textile historians. I have examined

all of the cloth prices for the variously coloured (dyed) woollens purchased for the upper

echelons of the Bruges civic government during the entire fifteenth century, and then applied

a difference-of-means test to demonstrate that there was no statistically significant difference

in prices for these woollens, over the entire century, as determined by the colours. See tables

4.3 and 4.4 for the sources of the data that were employed in this test.

49 See tables 4.3–4.5; and also Munro, “Medieval Scarlet,” 13–70. The last purchase of a scarlet

recorded in the Mechelen town accounts was in 1416 (as noted earlier); in the Bruges town

accounts, the last was in 1482; in Ypres, in 1486. In fifteenth-century Italy, however, scarlets

certainly continued to be popular. In the years 1451–76, the Florentine woollen cloth industry

accounted for 13,528 of the total of 27,210 woollens sold in Rome (virtually half: 49.72

percent); and of these Florentine woollens, 5,354 (39.58 percent) were extremely costly

kermes-dyed scarlets (panni di grana). See Hidetoshi Hoshino, L’Arte della lana in Firenze nel

basso Medioevo: Il commercio della lana e il mercato dei panni fiorentini nei secoli XIII–XV (Florence:

Leo S. Olschki Editore, 1980), tables XLII–XLIII, pp. 286–87.
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EARLY MODERN TECHNIQUES OF DYEING BLACK: LOGWOOD

Subsequently, however, in the early modern era, a superior, more cost-effective

method of dyeing in black developed from the introduction, from the Spanish

Americas, of logwood: a dye extracted from the dark heartwood of the small, thorny

tropical tree Haematoxylum campechianum of the family Leguminosae.50  Sometime in

the early-to-mid-sixteenth century, the Spanish discovered large stands of this tree in

the Campeche region (hence the Latin name) of Mexico’s Yucatan Pensinsula. From

the 1640s, the English established logging camps on the adjacent, swamp-infested

(and thus unsettled) Caribbean region known as the Golfo de Honduras, later British

Honduras (modern-day Belize), to become major suppliers of this new dyestuff.

According to Kenneth Ponting, logwood “was one, and probably the most important,

of the new dyes introduced into Europe following the discovery of America.”51

Initially, however, the new dye was not well received. In England, Parliament

prohibited its use from 1581 to 1662, ostensibly because of its “inferior colour.”

Possibly the ban was due to the prejudice and protectionism of traditional woad

dyers. Or it may have been due, as Ponting suggests, to dyeings that “were badly

done,” particularly for “blue, in which form it compared very badly for fastness

properties both with itself as black and even more noticeably with indigo [or woad],

the traditional blue.”52  As he also notes, before dyeing with logwood was perfected,

black-dyeing had been a very complicated process that required a repeated immersion

of the woollen cloth into a vat with woad or indigo dyes, to develop the proper shade

with “repeated oxidations in the air,” ultimately yielding a deep navy blue. This

colour was then transformed into black by applying an alum mordant (or other

metallic salt) to the cloth, which was then immersed into a vat with dissolved madder

and/or weld. Black-dyeing with logwood ultimately proved to be much simpler when

used with a ferrous sulphate (FeSO
4
.7H

2
O) mordant, better known as copperas.

Even better results were obtained by using a chrome mordant.53  As Wayne Armstrong

also states, “the presence of a considerable amount of tannin in the purplish-red dye

bath allow the logwood extract to react with iron salts to give a permanent black

colour,” especially for woollens.54  Finally, Ponting comments that “many old wool

50 Wayne P. Armstrong, “Logwood and Brazilwood: Trees That Spawned Two Nations,” Pacific

Horticulture 53 (Spring 1992): 38–43: “The actual dye from logwood is hematoxylin, a complex

phenolic compound similar to the flavonoid pigments of flowers. The chemical structure of

hematoxylin is practically identical with the dye brazilian from brazilwood, except that

hematoxylin has one additional atom of oxygen.”

51 Kenneth G. Ponting, “Logwood: An Interesting Dye,” Journal of European Economic History 2,

vol. 1 (Spring 1973): 109–19, at 109. See also Arthur M. Wilson, “The Logwood Trade in the

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,” in Donald C. McKay, ed., Essays in the History of

Modern Europe (New York: Harper and Bros., 1936), 1–23.

52 Ponting, “Logwood,” 115, citing Clement Bolton, The Dyer, 13 April 1936: “compared with

indigo navy blues they [logwood dyes] are almost worthless.”

53 Ponting, “Logwood,” 110, 117.

54 Armstrong, “Logwood and Brazilwood,” 38–43.
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dyers would still maintain that it was the best black ever dyed,” despite the modern

use of synthetic aniline dyes.55  Obviously, however, this superior method of black-

dyeing with mordanted logwood was developed long after the period examined in

this study, in which the combined processes of woad and madder dyeing remained

the only effective method.

ECONOMIC HISTORIANS AND QUESTIONS OF COLOUR AND TEXTILE

FASHIONS

Why should the economic historian, as opposed to a cultural historian—and they

certainly should not be opposed—be concerned with such seemingly immaterial

considerations as colours? The answer is that colour is an essential element of fashion,

and that fashion, especially often mercurial changes in fashion, plays a major role in

changing market demand. Unfortunately, too many economic historians today focus

on supply-side problems as the chief progenitors of economic change and

development. Some unfairly deride those who look to demand factors as agents of

economic changes, somewhat sarcastically citing Say’s Law: that supply creates its

own demand. Even those concerned with demand and market forces too often focus

on issues of real wages and income distributions, and relative prices in determining

market choices, without paying due attention to the role of human desires, tastes,

wants, and thus fashions, in formulating demand—perhaps because they are factors

not so amenable to econometric analysis.

Indeed, modern cliometricians (econometric historians) may anathematize

anecdotes, but one may serve a useful purpose for this argument. In the 1540s, the

Antwerp-based Van der Molen firm, which specialized in selling Hondschoote says in

Italy, instructed its factors in the Antwerp market to select the says solely on the basis

of their colours, “for it is the colours that sell the says, not their quality.”56  Indeed,

the firm recommended the selection of rich, vibrant colours for a product that now

represented a very distinct change in fashion from those luxury woollen broadcloths

that have been the object of this study. The rise—or rather the revival and rapidly

renewed expansion—of the Flemish sayetteries and other branches of the old draperies

légères (“light draperies,” producers of worsteds or mixed woollen-worsted stuffs)

had succeeded in supplanting the traditional woollen broadcloth draperies, and

those upstart imitators, the aforementioned nouvelles draperies, even before the mid-

sixteenth century. Evidence from the 1560s indicates that the textile output from the

sayetteries and other draperies légères in the southern Low Countries was about 3.64

million metres (measured by fabric length) per year: about 76 percent more than the

55 Ponting, “Logwood,” 117.

56 “Ick bidde U wilt bovenal altijts naer die scoen colueren sien, want de coluer doet ’t saij

vercopen ende niet de duecht.” From Florence Edler, “Le commerce d’exportation des sayes

d’Hondschoote vers Italie d’après la correspondance d’une firme anversoise, entre 1538 et

1544,” Revue du Nord 22 (1936): 249–65, at 254, 259. Translation mine, adapted from Edler.
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estimated output of 2.07 million metres from the nouvelles draperies and the few

remaining traditional luxury-oriented woollen draperies.57

In other publications I have sought to explain these radical industrial

transformations in the Low Countries and in England in terms of international

comparative advantage, involving changes in relative costs for wool and labour,

demographic changes combined with disproportionate urbanization, and, finally,

dramatic reductions in transportation and transaction costs that permitted sufficiently

favourable commercial scale economies to make long-distance trade in much lower

priced textiles once again profitable, especially to the Mediterranean basin and the

New World.58  That discussion also involved, though to a much lesser extent, possible

changes in income distributions and real wages that may have fostered the expansion

of these much cheaper, lighter textile products.

I did not, however, give sufficient attention to changing fashions—and thus to

colours. There can be little doubt that a very major factor promoting demand and

market expansion for these sayetteries and draperies légères was the novelty of radically

new fashions, in varieties and shades of many colours, in some novel dye mixtures,

in weave patterns (visible in worsteds, but not in fulled and shorn woollens) and

designs. That was true not only in the southern Low Countries, but also in England,

and Holland, from the 1570s, when the Revolt of the Low Countries led to a rapid

outflow of skilled artisans both to the north, into the now independent Protestant

Holland, and across the Channel to East Anglia (also Protestant), where these

transplanted crafts rapidly developed under the name of the New Draperies (which

must not be in any way confused with the Flemish nouvelles draperies).59

Furthermore, their very cheapness itself promoted experiments in fashion

changes and designs, while the extremely high price of traditional woollen

broadcloths—representing an investment to be bequeathed to children and relatives—

promoted a retention of very conservative and uniform colours and designs (as is the

case with today’s tuxedos, for men). In other words, many consumers willingly risked

buying radically new fashions in textiles since the cost was a much lower or even

insignificant proportion of their incomes. A combination of cheapness and lightness

in the products of the Flemish sayetteries and the subsequent English New Draperies

(essentially the same textiles) may explain their marketing success in the

Mediterranean basin and the New World. We should not, however, assume that the

primary consumers of these low-priced textiles were necessarily those in the lower

57 Hugo Soly and Alfons Thijs, “Nijverheid in de Zuidelijke Nederlanden,” in Algemene

Geschiedenis der Nederlanden, ed. J. A. van Houtte et al. (Haarlem: Fibula-Van Dishoeck,

1979), 6:27–57.

58 Munro, “Origins of the English ‘New Draperies,’” 83–87; Munro, “Woollen Industries and

Struggles for Markets,” 288–98. See also Herman Van der Wee (in collaboration with John

Munro), “The Western European Woollen Industries, 1500–1750,” in Jenkins, Cambridge

History of Western Textiles, vol. 1, 397–472.

59 See in particular Harte, New Draperies; and Ursula Priestley, The Fabric of Stuffs: The Norwich

Textile Industry from 1565 (Norwich: Centre of East Anglian Studies, University of East Anglia,

1990).
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income strata of these societies, for we find that the Van der Molens of Antwerp were

selling large quantities of Hondschoote says to aristocratic households in Italy, perhaps

to clothe their servants.60  Furthermore, and possibly for similar reasons, we also

find that consumers in the upper income strata in colder, northern Europe also

proved to be important customers for these new worsteds and stuffs of the so-called

New Draperies. Certainly fashion, with a wide variety of colour patterns, often

changing annually, was a major factor in promoting and expanding the market demand

for these new fabrics, which in turn helped to develop markets for the later, eighteenth-

century, cotton industry of the British Industrial Revolution.61

60 See Edler, “Le commerce d’exportation,” 49–65.

61 After this article had gone to press, a colleague suggested a non-fashion explanation for the

shift to dark and especially black textile colours: that a change to a colder climate had

promoted this shift, because black clothing better retains heat. This argument has no merit for

two reasons. First, in view of the very heavy weight of all these woollen broadcloths—much

heavier than modern-day overcoats—the dyed colours would have had no measurable effect

on heat retention. Second, the chronology about climate changes is incorrect. Later medieval

and early modern Europe experienced two separate periods of cooling, as indicated by advances

of glaciers and changes in the dates of wine harvests. The first and much milder one took place

between c. 1150–1200 and c. 1300–50; the second and much more severe, well known as the

“Little Ice Age,” took place between c. 1550 and c. 1850, with a peak c. 1600–50. Thus the

shift to dark and then principally black colours took place during the intermediate period of

renewed warming. Furthermore, the era of the Little Ice Age, especially in the seventeenth

century, marked the heyday of the “New Draperies,” which, as noted in this study, produced

much lighter-weight textiles. For the climate changes, see Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Times of

Feast, Times of Famine: The History of Climate Since the Year 1000, trans. Barbara Bray (London:

Doubleday, 1971), 244–87; originally published as L’Histoire du climat depuis l’an mil (Paris:

Flammarion, 1967).




